
Breakthrough 
Video on Pinterest

A toolkit of animation techniques to craft video that
grabs attention in feed and inspires in unexpected ways.



The Pinterest feed is 
competitive by design
to maximize inspiration, 
with 4-5 Pins crossing 
your feed at a time.



So how do you stand out in feed?



Using visual techniques from the toolbox of 

perspective, white space, color, 
movement, motion & depth.



It starts by surprising them with 
original and visually arresting ideas. 



Breakthrough Video Techniques

The Layered 
Surface Negative Space The Border 

Break
The Product 

Hand-off The Screen Play

3D Illusion The XL Rotation The Arrival The Room The Portal



Technique

The Layered Surface
The Pinterest home feed looks and feels like a flat 
surface. 

But by introducing a second layer, you’ll create the 
feeling of depth - drawing viewers in and transforming 
the creative into something that’s coming alive before 
their eyes. 

This can be achieved by sliding an element from the 
screen’s perimeter, or by creating depth perception 
with shadows.

Think of the Pin 
as a surface of a 

table

Have your product or 
subject appear from 

out of the Pin

Use a peel back 
effect to reveal 
your product or 

act as a transition



Examples

The Layered Surface

Roll Up Fold Up Louvers

More examples

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/582f637d59d4573ae2ca3cb88cfbcb3eb86df2be?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/ee904d8916c25f0909be9073d18f448a4c8e7216?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/305803a6b578748fb66998ba3444817a8719bd9b?overlay=true


Technique

Negative Space
Unlike many other content feeds, Pinterest resembles a 
grid—meaning there’s far more “white” or “negative” 
space surrounding creative. 

You can use this negative space to your advantage by 
blurring the lines between a Pin and its boundaries, 
causing the creative itself to feel more dynamic.

Positive space is the area that is the subject (the white 
vase below). Negative space is the area around the 
subject (the faces). Match the background color of the 
Pin as part of your composition to create the effect.

Negative
Space

Positive
Space



Examples

Negative Space

More examples

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/b9f3d9e738d371d169f0b0875e5cf6727e427f70?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/1609397211d46ca5b5088503a56fd33ca881daba?overlay=true


Technique

The Border Break
To literally stand out you need to create perspective. 

This can be easily accomplished by slightly shrinking 
your creative to allow for some marginal white space—
and in turn, allow elements to bleed across those edges 
to create the feeling of perspective. 

Or in some cases, this technique can be used to create 
space for your creative to move, shake and rattle within 
the feed.

Overall Video
Pin area

Main
image

Edge

Mask the
areas you want
to appear over
the edge

Add a thin white border around the edges of the Pin. 
Create an element that moves over the top of the 
border to make it seem like the object is coming over 
the edge.

*Note: Need to add a thin border around 

the outer edge of the actual Pin



Examples

The Border Break

Reduce the initial crop and then 
have the product break through

Reduce the initial crop and elements 
appear from the sides

More examples

Use dramatic perspectives to
Enhance product features

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/b4bce7dd0625f6adb6d97f58405880f3a315980b?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/e5ce7930752558c640704d08c74cd8ca11a12df1?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/acc3c20b3d8d0e8fefecb2451303b8fe3c263bd5?overlay=true


Technique

The Product Handoff
With so many stacked elements, the visual 
composition of Pinterest contains a lot of separate 
elements. So passing a single item between two 
separate elements naturally causes the creative to 
stand out from the rest of the feed.

How it works

Add a divider mask between two sections of the Pin. 
Pass product(s) between the two
sections using the mask as a divider.

The entire scene 
is contained in 
one video

Video Pin
area two

Video Pin
area one

Masked
area
Must be a maximum 40px thick

This divider can 
appear as an 
object, graphic 
element or 
typography.

*Note: The space between the top and bottom visual cannot imitate 

the look of two Pins one above the other.  The white space between 

the two visuals must be more than 40px in height



Examples

The Product Handoff

Play with where the divider is placed 
and consider different angles

More examples

Play with storytelling techniques
that capitalize on the two areas

Use the split screen to reinforce the 
product tagline

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/f9b7cabe780eb83055d706cc638e792f1bab3152?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/7ac0383327a0d24429ba6609547c6598a67285df?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/13827c0e19113431cf9fc7c9d5b20de37a03eb49?overlay=true


Technique

The Screen Play
Every Pin has four walls, right? Actually, there’s a 
fifth wall: the surface of the screen itself. By calling 
attention to the “wall” separating the user from the 
creative, you’ll not only attract eyeballs in your 
direction, but come as close to actually jumping off 
the screen and into Pinner’s lives.

Mimic the perspective of an object encountering the 
screen's surface.

Viewable
Pin area

Use the full Pin canvas to deliver 
the reveal.



Examples

The Screen Play

Have the subject 'walk' up to
the back of the phone screen

and interact it with it

Yumee Chow

More examples

Use a shatter effect to make 
it appear like the ad broke 

the phone screen

Make it look like the screen 
caught on fire

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/7fb731563b435c83311fb40df243090622b1a104?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/af97d7f7a9f880d45df9ffed23e92f4bf9c68c69?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/64f5f845dd90b90e38287ef611ca16f4d3d6d03f?overlay=true


Technique

3D Illusion
Use depth of field and graphic elements to create 
an optical illusion. Adding two white lines can 
define the plane where the screen is, creating a 
mental division between background, midplane 
and foreground. Combined with the camera’s 
depth of field blur, it tricks our brain into thinking 
that things are popping out of the screen.

*Note: Individual 'slices' cannot imitate 
the look of a Pin. white spaces must be 

8px or more and not align with Pins

Add two thin white borders evenly spaced across the 
Pin dividing it into thirds. Mask an element that appears 
over a portion of the white lines to achieve the 3D depth 
illusion.

White line over 
subject in 
background

White line
behind
subject in 
background

Consider 
applying the 

lines in 
different 

directions



Examples

The 3D Illusion

More examples

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/5b6ac4e9580ffac2a07e674b4d2e61428ae59d33?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/88eecf6ffdab7f96aafa1107578a9dbe3b3d4987?overlay=true


Technique

The XL Rotation
Pins are, by nature, two dimensional. 

But it’s entirely possible to create your own third 
dimension for a Pin by adding some rotational 
motion to the creative, especially if it bleeds beyond 
the boundaries of the Pin and has some shadows to 
create perspective. 

This is especially powerful for highlighting a single 
object, like a new product.

Rotate an image that extends beyond the dimensions of 
the Pin to pique curiosity and exploration amongst 
Pinners.

3D composition 
of subject is 
wider than 
viewable area

Viewable
Pin area



Examples

The XL Rotation

Show off a range of items

Take our new flavors for a spin

Rotate a changing series of 
items vertically

More examples

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/82153978cbfc77e94abd4daa63cf60b498642a57?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/2fda3ee4d8d1e39632ff649b68082fc5b792f5fc?overlay=true


Technique

The New Product Arrival
By starting your video with an empty canvas, you 
can breakthrough the crowded feed by literally 
creating your own space.

From there, you can quickly drop, pull or throw 
elements into frame, with life-like physics, to 
provoke an immediate reaction by the user holding 
it in their hands.

Create suspense and intrigue by dropping in your 
product or creative in an interesting way.

Consider adding a slight drop 
shadow under where the Pin will 

'land' to give it more depth.

SlideDrop
Arriving Pin needs to be 
slightly smaller than the 
empty Pin it's entering.

Pin drops down 
from above

Pin slides in
from out of
frame

Viewable Pin 
area



Examples

The New Product Arrival

More examples

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/f729337da5ce93eb19965a9179673ddeeaba024e?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/89594da0baf0a501cb31be35d524453cbfc04b81?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/7ed7ebf710142a6c840f2ead962bb228b6262a51?overlay=true


Technique

The Room
Rooms and interiors are some of the most 
common things viewers see on Pinterest—so why 
not create the appearance of a room that’s built 
directly into a Pin? 

This creates the feeling of a stage to tell a story, 
creating gravity around your creative to draw 
viewers in.

Treat the interior of the Pin as a dimensional space or 
stage. Position subjects larger in the front and smaller in 
the back to create depth. Subjects can enter and exit 
from any side to expand the story.

Viewable Pin
area

Depth of field 
through room 
boundaries



Examples

The Room

More examples

Conceive the Pin as a tiny stage to tell
a dynamic story

Consider how characters or objects
can move through the space

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/0a916ee364a16c79323d86a936f75dadefbedb67?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/3829eb04ddd418da8d99b3e46533a5be2286b982?overlay=true


Technique

The Portal
What happens when we create additional dimensions 
for our creative in real time? Imagine a Pin receding 
slightly, pivoting, and then a person walking out of that 
Pin into a new setting. 

By combining a few different perspective techniques, 
you’ll create a dreamy, captivating illusion.

Use the shape of the 'portal' window to move 
products or subjects in and out of the Pin canvas.

Viewable 
Pin area

Mask areas that 
are not in front of 
or in the portal.



Examples

The Portal

Push an element up 
from out of the ‘floor’

Use perspective to 
have elements ‘arrive’

Cut a ‘portal’ and have 
an element walk into 

the Pin

More examples

https://www.pinterest.com/thestudio/breakthrough-approaches/breakthrough-video/
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/d8391df48a345c0325af1472d227dcfd686d6bf8?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/52acaeba80240972921ea6f89bfaddea4de852a8?overlay=true
https://app.highspot.com/embedded_content/3108366418585250251c52b1e54a689fa3def32b?overlay=true


How to make one



Each of the Pin techniques shown in this deck are made from a single video asset. The difference 
is how the video is prepared in the video editing software (not by Pinterest). The Designer/Editor 
can mask elements in the video to create the treatments outlined. 

In some instances where the canvas of the video is intended to visually blend into the background 
two versions of the final asset will need to be created to account for 'normal' and 'dark' modes.

Considerations

How to create these video Pins

'Normal' mode
(white background)

'Dark' mode
(black background)



Please don't mimic Pinterest User Interface elements in any way. We never deceive Pinners or trick 
them. This means, don't mimic or clone the user interface in any way that could confuse Pinners.

Considerations

What’s not allowed

Don't mimic or move
user interface borders

Don't mimic interface 
elements. i.e. move elements 
over fake interface elements



Vetted creative production partners with 
inexpensive, Pinterest-preferred rates. Link

Considerations

Production Partners 

https://pinterest.highspot.com/items/5e2a0d62df369d57809f472b?lfrm=srp.0#1



